ABSTRACT. This paper completes the classification of the set S of all real parameter pairs (α, β) such that the dilated floor functions fα(x) = ⌊αx⌋, f β (x) = ⌊βx⌋ have a nonnegative commutator, i.e.
INTRODUCTION
The floor function ⌊x⌋ rounds a real number down to the nearest integer. It is a basic operation of discretization. Given a real parameter α, we define the dilated floor function f α (x) = ⌊αx⌋; it performs discretization at the length scale α −1 . Dilated floor functions combined with translation satisfy many non-obvious identities, see Graham, Knuth and Patashnik for [11, Chap. 3] . Besides the applications noted in the references in Part I, dilated floor functions play an important role in describing one-dimensional quasicrystals, see for example de Bruijn [8, Sect. 4] , [9] , Brown [5] and Mingo [18] . This paper studies commutators under composition of dilated floor functions
These commutators are bounded step functions, which need not be periodic. They are examples of bounded generalized polynomials in the sense of Bergelson and Leibman [4] . This paper continues the classification of the set S of all pairs (α, β) such that the compositional commutator [f α , f β ](x) ≥ 0 for all real x, i.e. ⌊α⌊βx⌋⌋ ≥ ⌊β⌊αx⌋⌋ for all x ∈ R.
(1. 1) In what follows we will sometimes abbreviate (1.1) by writing [f α , f β ] ≥ 0, with the understanding that this inequality should hold identically for all x ∈ R. Recall that S contains the coordinate axes α = 0 (resp. β = 0), as in this case both sides of (1.1) are identically equal to zero. Part I determined the structure of S when the dilation factors α, β differ in sign (which is easy) and when the dilation factors α, β are both positive, This paper treats the remaining case where α, β are both negative, which has the most complicated classification, given in Theorem 1.3 below. We remark that in an earlier note, the authors together with T. Murayama [14] classified all pairs (α, β) for which the dilated floor functions commute under composition.
Theorem 1.0 (Commuting Dilated Floor Functions).
The complete set of all (α, β) ∈ R 2 such that ⌊α⌊βx⌋⌋ = ⌊β⌊αx⌋⌋ for all x ∈ R consists of:
(i) three continuous families (α, α), (α, 0), (0, β) for all α ∈ R, resp. β ∈ R.
(ii) the infinite discrete family
where m, n are positive integers. (The families overlap when m = n.)
The interesting feature of this result is the existence of the discrete family of "exceptional" solutions given in (ii), which have number-theoretic significance; see Cardinal [6, Lemma 6 ].
Classification theorems.
For completeness we first recall the statements of the classification for mixed sign and positive sign dilations, which were proved in Part I [15] . The main part of Part I was devoted to the positive dilation case.
Theorem 1.2 (Positive Dilations Classification).
Given dilation factors α, β > 0, the inequality ⌊α⌊βx⌋⌋ ≥ ⌊β⌊αx⌋⌋ for all x ∈ R holds if and only if there are integers m, n ≥ 0, not both 0, such that
2)
The main object of this paper is to prove the classification of the nonnegative commutator set S in the case of negative dilations: the region (α, β) with α < 0 and β < 0. In Theorem 1.3 the condition (iii) may be replaced by the following more inclusive condition for rational solutions:
(iii * ) There exist coprime integers p, q ≥ 1 and integers m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, and r ≥ 1 such that
It is easy to see that Case (iii*) includes all the solutions in Case (iii). To show equivalence it is necessary to show that all rational solutions given in (iii*) not in (iii) are included in Cases (i) and (ii). This will be demonstrated in Section 2.1, see also Theorem 5.8. In fact the condition (iii*) enumerates the complete set of rational solutions in S having both α, β < 0, as will follow from Theorem 6.3.
As noted in Part I, the three classification theorems describe the nonnegative commutator set S in the (α, β) parameter space as a countable union of real semi-algebraic sets having dimensions 2, 1, or 0. The mixed dilation case consists of a dimension 2 component, α < 0 and β > 0, filling the second quadrant of the (α, β)-plane. The positive dilation case S consists of an infinite collection of 1-dimensional families of solutions, each of which is part of a real algebraic curve, consisting either of straight half-lines or arcs of rectangular hyperbolas 1 . In the positive dilation case these 1-dimensional families cover S, and their set union, combined with the positive axes, is a closed set in R 2 .
The set S in the negative dilation case contains both 1-dimensional and 0-dimensional components. It contains a countable union of 1-dimensional families which are parts of real algebraic curves. These families include analogues of nearly all the curves in the positive dilations case, plus an additional infinite family of curves, which consist of vertical line segments (of variable finite length) for all rational values of α, given by Case (ii) of Theorem 1.3. These α-values are dense on the negative real axis. The negative dilation part of S contains in addition a countable set of 0-dimensional components, isolated points having rational coordinates which form a strict subset Case (iii) of Theorem 1.3. We term them "sporadic rational solutions". The remaining non-isolated points in Case (iii) overlap Case (i) solutions. 
1.2.
The set S is closed. We deduce from the classification theorems that the nonnegative commutator set S is closed. In Part I we showed that the intersection of S with each of the first, second and fourth quadrants of the (α, β)-plane is closed. To complete the proof we establish here that its intersection with the third quadrant is closed. Theorem 1.4 (Closed set property of S). The set S of all pairs of dilation factors (α, β) which satisfy the nonnegative commutator relation [f α , f β ] ≥ 0 is a closed subset of R 2 .
In particular, S is closed when intersected with the negative region R 2 ≤0 = {(α, β) : α ≤ 0, β ≤ 0}.
As remarked in Part I, the closed set property is not obvious because [f α , f β ](x) = ⌊α⌊βx⌋⌋− ⌊β⌊αx⌋⌋ is a discontinuous function of the variables α, β, x. We establish this result in Section 7 as a consequence of the classification of the set S given in Theorem 1.3. 
1.3.
Partial order on R − induced by S. A significant fact established in Part I is a transitivity property of pairs of dilation factors in the nonnegative commutator set S. The transitivity property was originally noted by David Speyer as following from our classification arguments. In the negative dilation case we obtain a partial ordering. Theorem 1.5 (Nonnegative commutator partial order). The nonnegative commutator relation [f α , f β ] ≥ 0 induces a partial order on the set of negative dilation factors α, β < 0. That is, for negative dilation factors α, β, γ, this relation is transitive:
and is antisymmetric:
The transitivity property was proved in Section 3 of Part I [15, Theorem 1.5]. The antisymmetry property required of a partial order in the negative dilations case follows from the classification of commuting dilations given in Theorem 1.0. The antisymmetry property is not satisfied in the positive dilations case, due to the existence of "exceptional" discrete solutions in Theorem 1.0.
Let (R * , C ) denote the binary relation on the nonzero reals R * defined by
This partial order (R * , C ) respects the usual total order ≤ on R, i.e.
The restriction (R − , C ) to negative reals extends the "antidivisibility" order on R − , i.e.
The precise structure of the partial order (R * , C ) may merit further study, in particular to understand the influence in it of the sporadic rational solutions.
MAIN RESULTS: NEGATIVE DILATIONS
This section presents a detailed geometric description of the solution set S to [f α , f β ] ≥ 0 when both α, β are negative. We state several results on symmetries of the solution set S, and we also explain a parallel between the problem of classification of S for negative dilations to the problem of classification of disjoint Beatty sequences.
2.1. Geometric description of S: negative dilations. It proves convenient to introduce new coordinates making a sign change to obtain positive coordinates. We set α ′ = −α, β ′ = −β (which maps the third quadrant to first quadrant). In these new coordinates similarities and differences with the positive dilations case become more apparent. Figure 2 .1 pictures the solution set S for negative dilations viewed in the (α ′ , β ′ )-coordinate system; we denote it S ′ = −S in these coordinates.
We consider the solution families in Cases (i) -(iii) in Theorem 1.3 in more detail. Case (i) These solutions are in 1-dimensional families. There are integers m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1 such that
This case has two subcases, according to the value of m. Case (i-a) If m = 0, then (2.2) cuts out an oblique line α ′ = nβ ′ through the origin with reciprocalinteger slope Every positive rational value has an associated segment, so these line segments are dense in the α ′ -direction. Case (iii*) These solutions have two rational coordinates and are either isolated 0-dimensional solutions, which we call sporadic rational solutions, or else belong to curves in Cases (i) and (ii). They are labeled by integer parameters (p, q, m, n, r). Here p, q ≥ 1 are coprime positive integers determining α ′ = q p . Here m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1 and r ≥ 1 determine
In comparing Case (iii*) with Case (iii) in Theorem 1.3 we see that Case (iii) excludes parameter value r = 1 and imposes the extra condition
i.e. it excludes parameter values m p
It is easy to see that all excluded parameter values are Case (i) or Case (ii) solutions. Setting α = − q p the condition r = 1 inserted in (2.3) yields
which is a Case (i) solution mβ ′ + n β ′ α ′ = 1. Also for r ≥ 2 the solutions satisfying (2.5) when inserted in (2.3) satisfy
so are Case (ii) solutions. The resulting lists of rational solutions in Cases (iii) and (iii*) in Theorem 1.3 are redundant, i.e. some solutions appear multiple times in the parametrization. It turns out that their multiplicity is always finite, and that it is possible to give a non-redundant parametrization of the sporadic rational solutions. This non-redundant parameterization has a connection to the Diophantine Frobenius problem in two variables. Namely, for fixed parameters (p, q) the sporadic rational solutions are related to the non-representable positive integers in the semigroup N + p, q . We defer an treatment of this parametrization to a sequel paper [16] , and refer to Ramirez-Alfonsin [20] for general facts on the Diophantine Frobenius problem.
Remark 2.1. We compare the classification above of S for negative dilations with that for positive dilations (Theorem 1.2), noting similarities and differences.
(1) Case (i) negative dilation solutions have analogues in positive dilation solutions for matching (m, n)-parameters, allowing m ≥ 1, n ≥ 1. To establish a correspondence we rewrite the criterion for the positive dilation case in Theorem 1.2 as: There are integers m, n ≥ 0, not both zero such that
Comparison with formula (2.2) for negative dilations in (α ′ , β ′ )-coordinates shows that the role of the coordinates α and β must be interchanged, After this interchange there is an exact parallel between the positive and negative dilation cases for Case (i) solutions, for parameter values (m, n) with m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, letting the parameters (m, n) match. 2.2. Symmetries of parameter set S: negative dilations. In the process of proving the classification theorem we establish several symmetries of the set S in the negative dilation case.
Theorem 2.2 (Symmetries of the set S: negative dilations). For negative dilations α, β < 0, the nonnegative commutator set S is mapped into itself under the following symmetries:
In the positive dilation case α, β > 0 we proved in Part I [15, Theorem 2.2] that there was an additional symmetry of S under the birational map
For negative dilations α, β < 0 there is an analogous birational map,
which is an involution and is self-homeomorphism of the negative dilation region (open third quadrant). This symmetry is partially broken by negative dilation solutions. A large part of S in the negative dilation region is preserved by this map, but not all of S; see Section 5.1.3.
In the negative dilation case there exist additional discrete families of symmetries which have no analogue in the positive dilation case. They exist for negative dilation parameters (α, β) such that α = − q p is rational. These symmetries Φ r p (·) depend on p and are labeled by an integer index r ≥ 1; they all fix the coordinate α, while varying β. 
The linear fractional transformation Φ r p is represented by the matrix When r ≥ 2 they are usually not surjective maps on sporadic rational solutions.
We prove Theorem 2.3 in Section 5.2.3. Theorem 2.3 provides our main device for proving existence of sporadic rational solutions. We start from the Case (i) solutions (− q p , β) having β < − 1 p . From these solutions the full infinite set of sporadic rational solutions can be obtained by application of the linear fractional maps to the elements with fixed α value, see Section 5.2. These maps are indexed by the r-parameter used in Case (iii).
2.3. Outline of proofs. Section 3 provides some perspective on the structure of the set S for both positive and negative dilations, relating it to the classification of disjoint Beatty sequences; it is not used in the rest of the paper. It describes two embeddings of the set S Beatty parametrizing pairs of disjoint Beatty sequences into the nonnegative commutator set S, one for positive dilations and one for negative dilations.
Sections 4 -6 contain the proof of the main Theorem 1.3. The preliminary Section 4 introduces families of strict rounding functions, depending on a dilation factor α. Their definition parallel the definition of rounding functions in Part I, replacing the rescaled floor function with rescaled versions of the strict floor function that have average slope 1, where the strict floor function is defined by:
The name "strict floor function" reflects the strict inequality ⌊x⌋ ′ < x that holds for all real x. Using strict rounding functions, we derive a criterion for the nonnegative commutator relation to hold for negative dilations (Proposition 4.3). We derive ordering relations among different strict rounding functions, and deduce symmetries of S on the negative dilation region (Theorem 2.2). The proofs in Section 4 parallel those in Section 4 in Part I. Sections 5 and 6 prove the two directions of the "if and only if" statement of Theorem 1.3, respectively.
(1) Section 5 establishes sufficiency: all parameters given in Cases (i), (ii), (iii*) of Theorem 1.3 are solutions in S. This proof proceeds in a new coordinate system, the (µ ′ , ν ′ )-coordinates, given by
, which take positive values. We formulate a criterion for (α, β) ∈ S in terms of a two-dimensional lattice Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ having an empty intersection with a punctured enlarged diagonal set D ′ in R 2 (Proposition 5.2). This criterion parallels a similar one in Part I where one avoids an enlarged diagonal set D ( The set D is pictured in Figure 3 .1 in Section 3.3 above). The occurrence of extra solutions in Cases (ii) and (iii) is connected with the exclusion of the diagonal ∆ = {(x, x) : x ∈ R} from the punctured enlarged diagonal region D ′ , in contrast to the enlarged diagonal region D in Part I. In Section 5.2.1 we introduce notions of extended greatest common divisor and extended least common multiple which apply to a pair of positive real numbers. In Section 5.2 we establish Theorem 2.3, which gives linear fractional symmetries that move around Case (iii) sporadic rational solutions.
(2) Section 6 establishes necessity: all negative parameter solutions (α, β) in S must fall in Cases (i), (ii), or (iii*) of Theorem 1.3. The proof uses another new coordinate system, the In Section 7 we complete the proof that S is a closed set ( Theorem 1.4). The closure proof in the negative dilations case is more involved than the positive dilations case: the location of Case (i), (ii), and (iii) solutions must be carefully studied to determine possible limit points.
Notational conventions.
(1) The moduli space parametrizing dilations, also termed "parameter space," has coordinates denoted (α, β). Several times in the proofs we will change coordinates of this parameter space. In the negative dilation case we use the negation (α ′ , β ′ ) of the original coordinate system (α, β). We use in Section 5 the (µ ′ , ν ′ )-coordinate systems and in Section 6 the (σ ′ , τ ′ )-coordinate system. The latter three of these coordinate systems take positive real values only. In particular
Variables denoted x and y will generally refer to coordinates of graphs of dilated floor functions, or to graphs of commutator functions [f α , f β ](x). These coordinates are (positive or negative) realvalued and we refer to them as "function coordinates."
DISJOINT BEATTY SEQUENCES
In Part I we observed that the classification of positive dilation values (α, β) having a nonnegative commutator [f α , f β ] ≥ 0 had a strong parallel to the classification of disjoint Beatty sequences. We now reinterpret the results in Part I as giving a birational embedding of the parameter space of disjoint Beatty sequences into the positive dilation parameter set S ∩ (R + ) 2 , where
In the remainder of this section we show that there exists an analogous birational embedding of the parameter space of disjoint Beatty sequences into the negative dilation parameter set S ∩ (−R + ) 2 .
Beatty sequences and disjoint Beatty sequences.
We recall results on Beatty sequences and disjoint Beatty sequences. The name of these sequences arose from an American Mathematical Monthly problem posed in 1926 by Samuel Beatty [2] . Beatty sequences have received a great deal of study, having found applications in game theory, in aperiodic tilings, and in number theory; see Part I [15, Section 2.3], Uspensky [23] , Stolarsky [22] and Fraenkel [10] .
The main theorem about Beatty sequences is: Another proof of this result is given in Niven [19, Theorem 3.11] . Note the feature that all solutions have both coordinates irrational. 
3)
The statements of Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.6 in Part I imply the inclusion relation: Under the identification u = µ, v = ν we have the set inclusion
We now reformulate this result in the (α, β) coordinate system, using the birational map
which maps the region 
The image Ψ + (S Beatty ) in S consists of those solutions mαβ + nα = β having m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 1, for which α is irrational.
The closure Ψ + (S Beatty ) of the image is the set union of all Case (i-c) solutions in the classification in Part I [15, Sect. 2.1]. We will prove Theorem 3.4 in Section 3.4.
3.3.
Relation to disjoint Beatty sequences: negative dilations. This paper establishes a parallel inclusion relation for S Beatty between the negative dilation part of the set S in (α ′ , β ′ )-coordinates. We define the negative dilation solutions viewed in (µ ′ , ν ′ )-coordinates by
We will deduce: Under the identification u = µ ′ , v = ν ′ we have the set inclusion
This result can be restated in (α, β)-coordinates using the birational map
Theorem 3.5 (Disjoint Beatty sequences: negative dilations). For negative dilations in (α, β)-coordinates there holds
The image Ψ − (S Beatty ) in the negative dilation set of S consists of those Case (i) solutions mαβ−nβ = −α having family labels m ≥ 1, n ≥ 1, for which α is irrational.
The closure Ψ − (S Beatty ) of the image is the set union of all the Case (i-b) solutions in Section 2.1, rewritten in (α, β)-coordinates. We will prove Theorem 3.5 in Section 3.4, using Proposition 3.6 (ii), which itself depends on Proposition 5.2 of this paper.
3.4. Geometric disjointness criteria. The inclusion relations among these three sets are proved using geometric disjointness criteria for set membership in the three sets S Beatty , S µ,ν
given in Proposition 3.6 below. These criteria consist of disjointness of a rectangular lattice from three different "enlarged diagonal" sets, defined as follows.
(i) The Beatty enlarged diagonal set D Beatty is defined by:
(ii) The enlarged diagonal set D is defined in Section 5.1 of Part I by
{(x, y) : n < x < n + 1 and n < y < n + 1}.
(iii) The punctured enlarged diagonal set D ′ is defined in Section 5.1 of this paper by:
n ≤ x ≤ n + 1, n < y < n + 1, and x = y}.
We picture these sets in Figure 3 .1 below. See also Figure 5 .2(a) in Section 5.1.
Proposition 3.6 (Disjointness criteria for 'diagonal sets').
(i) The positive parameters (u, v) belong to the disjoint Beatty sequence set S Beatty if and only if the rectangular lattice
(ii) The positive parameters (µ, ν) belong to the nonnegative commutator set S µ,ν + if and only if the rectangular lattice Λ µ,ν = Zµ × Zν = {(mµ, nν) : m, n ∈ Z} has
(iii) The positive parameters (µ ′ , ν ′ ) belong to the nonnnegative commutator set S
Remark 3.7. The criteria of Proposition 3.6 resemble criteria for admissibility 2 of lattices with respect to a region R in the Geometry of Numbers, cf. Cassels [7, p. 6] . It characterizes the sets
in terms of admissibility of associated rectangular lattices with respect to the geometric regions R given by D Beatty , D, and D ′ , respectively. These regions are neither convex bodies nor star bodies, so they fall outside the scope of the classical Geometry of Numbers.
Proof of Proposition 3.6. (i) We prove the contrapositive. By definition B + (u) ∩ B + (v) = ∅. if and only if ⌊ku⌋ = ⌊ℓv⌋ for some k, ℓ ≥ 1. In this case the lattice point (ku, ℓv) belongs to D Beatty (ku, ℓv) ∈ {(x, y) : n ≤ x < n + 1, n ≤ y < n + 1}
where n = ⌊ku⌋ = ⌊ℓv⌋, and ku, ℓv > 0. Conversely, suppose that (ku, ℓv) ∈ D Beatty for some integers k, ℓ. If u ≤ 1 (resp. v ≤ 1) then B + (u) = N + (resp. B + (v) = N + ) so the two Beatty sequences necessarily intersect, whence (u, v) ∈ S Beatty . So suppose u, v > 1. We have three cases 
The hypothesis that u, v are irrational implies that ku and ℓv must satisfy the strict version of the above inequalities, whence n = ⌊ku⌋ = ⌊ℓv⌋, so B + (u) ∩ B + (v) is nonempty. The contrapositive is proved.
(ii) For positive dilations the assertion is the equivalence (P1) and (P2) proved in Proposition 5.2 of Part I.
(iii) For negative dilations the assertion is the equivalence of (P1') and (P2') proved in Proposition 5.2 of this paper.
The inclusion relations between S Beatty , S + , S − in Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 follow as consequences of reverse inclusions among the "enlarged diagonal" sets D Beatty , D, and D ′ .
Proof of Theorem 3.4. The inclusion S Beatty ⊂ S µ,ν + (viewed in (µ, ν)-coordinates) follows on comparing the criteria of Proposition 3.6 (i) and (ii), using the reverse set inclusion D ⊂ D Beatty (made under the identification u = µ, v = ν). It carries over to (α, β)-coordinates using the fact that Ψ + gives the coordinate change Ψ + (µ, ν) = (α, β).
The characterization of the image set Φ + (S Beatty ) follows on application of the Skolem-Bang theorem 3.3 after a change of coordinates. Note that the condition (u, v) are both irrational is equivalent to u alone being irrational (resp. v alone being irrational). In Φ + (S Beatty ) the image variable α = (viewed in (µ ′ , ν ′ )-coordinates) follows on comparing the criteria of Proposition 3.6 (i) and (iii) using the reverse set inclusion D ′ ⊂ D Beatty (made under the identification u = µ ′ , v = ν ′ ). It carries over to negative dilation (α, β)-coordinates using the fact that Ψ − gives the coordinate change
Again characterization the image set Φ − (S Beatty ) follows from the Skolem-Bang theorem 3.3 after a change of coordinates. Note that the condition (u, v) are both irrational is equivalent to 
STRICT ROUNDING FUNCTIONS
For analyzing the positive dilations case in Part I, we introduced a family of rounding functions ⌊x⌋ α defined for nonzero α by
These functions are versions of the floor function rescaled to have average slope 1, which map R → αZ.
A key observation made in Part I [15, Prop. 4.3] is that the nonnegative commutator relation [f α , f β ] ≥ 0 for positive dilations is equivalent to the following criterion in terms of rounding functions:
This criterion decouples the effects of the parameters α and β, facilitating the analysis.
In the negative dilation case we obtain a parallel separated variable criterion, based on a different family of rounding functions, which we term strict rounding functions. The prototype function for this family is the strict floor function ⌊x⌋ ′ which returns the largest integer strictly smaller than x, i.e.
⌊x⌋
′ := max{n ∈ Z : n < x}.
The name 'strict floor function' reflects the property that strict inequality always holds:
In terms of the standard floor and ceiling functions, we have
Consequently the strict floor function is directly expressible in terms of the floor function as
We define the strict ceiling function ⌈x⌉ ′ analogously:
The strict floor and ceiling functions are related by
Strict rounding functions are rescaled versions of the strict floor and ceiling functions which have average slope 1. where ⌊x⌋ ′ α ′ = max{y ∈ α ′ Z : y < x} is the strict rounding function with parameter α ′ . Proof. The proof parallels that of Proposition 4.3 in [15] .
The upper level set U [f ](y) of a real-valued function f at level y is
For real-valued function f and g on R, to prove that f (x) ≥ g(x) holds for all x, it suffices to show the set inclusions for corresponding upper level sets
holds for all y in the range of g. (4.5)
Since the functions f −α ′ • f −β ′ (x) = ⌊−α ′ ⌊−β ′ x⌋⌋ take values in integers, we conclude that
holds if and only if we have the inclusion of upper level sets
The equivalence (R1') ⇔ (R2') follows as a consequence of the following formula for the upper level sets: for all α ′ , β ′ > 0,
This formula follows from the chain of equivalences:
(definition of strict rounding function).
The level set inclusion (4.6) is equivalent by (4.7) to the condition
as asserted.
4.3.
Symmetries of S for negative dilations: Proof of Theorem 2.2. We now deduce symmetries of the set S for negative dilations from symmetries of the integer rounding criterion given in Proposition 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. We suppose α ′ , β ′ > 0 and are to show:
By Proposition 4.3 we have (−α ′ , −β ′ ) ∈ S if and only if these parameters satisfy the strict rounding function inequalities ⌊n⌋
Therefore, given that (α ′ , β ′ ) satisfies (4.8) it suffices to show that (i) for any integer m ≥ 1, the parameters (mα ′ , β ′ ) also satisfy (4.8).
(ii) for any integer m ≥ 1, the parameters ( 
NEGATIVE DILATIONS CLASSIFICATION: SUFFICIENCY
In this section we prove the sufficiency part of Theorem 1.3. Namely, we show that the negative dilation parameters (−α ′ , −β ′ ) satisfy the nonnegative commutator relation [f −α ′ , f −β ′ ] ≥ 0 if they satisfy one of the conditions        Case (i):
for coprime integers p, q and integers m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, r ≥ 2.
For this direction of the proof it is convenient to make a birational change of coordinates of the parameter space describing the two negative dilations. We map (α ′ , β ′ ) coordinates of the parameter space to (µ ′ , ν ′ )-coordinates, given by
Its inverse map is
The negative dilation part of solution set S is pictured in the new coordinates in Figure 5 .1.
In the new coordinates, Theorem 2.2 (describing symmetries of S) says that solutions to [f −ν ′ /µ ′ , f −1/µ ′ ] ≥ 0 are preserved under the maps
for any integer m ≥ 1. These symmetries of the nonnegative commutator relation are more visually apparent after this coordinate change.
5.1. Lattice disjointness criterion: negative dilations. The nonnegative commutator relation has a convenient reformulation in terms of the new parameters (µ ′ , ν ′ ) as follows. It is a geometric criterion which involves a disjointness property of a rectangular lattice Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ from an "enlarged diagonal set" D ′ ; see (P2') of Proposition 5.2 below. The set D ′ is invariant under the negation map (x, y) → (−x, −y). In addition the region D ′ is as a set "almost" invariant under the reflection (x, y) → (y, x). Under this reflection, the only parts of D ′ that are not sent to D ′ are the boundary points where x is an integer, since horizontal edges with y ∈ Z are excluded from D ′ while vertical edges with x ∈ Z are included in D ′ , aside from integer points (x, y) ∈ Z 2 . These edges are interchanged under the reflection, so the reflection is anti-invariant on the boundary where either x or y is an integer. The broken symmmetry occurs because the weak inequality ⌊y⌋ ≤ x is equivalent to the strict inequality y < ⌊x⌋ + 1 = ⌈x⌉ ′ , and analogously x ≤ ⌈y⌉ is equivalent to ⌊x⌋ ′ < y.
In the positive dilation case, the corresponding set D is invariant under both the negation map and reflection map. For D ′ the lack of perfect reflection symmetry (x, y) → (y, x) is an important way the negative dilation case differs from the positive dilation case.
Lattice disjointness criterion for nonnegative commutator.
Proposition 5.2 (Lattice disjointness criterion: negative dilations). For µ ′ , ν ′ > 0, the following two properties are equivalent.
(P1') The nonnegative commutator relation holds:
(P2') The two-dimensional rectangular lattice
is the union of all translates of Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ by an integer diagonal vector (k, k). Equivalently,
Proof. (P1') ⇔ (P2') We prove the contrapositive: The condition
By Proposition 4.3, the commutator inequality
After multiplying this condition by µ ′ , since ⌊n⌋
, we get the equivalent condition
If true, this means that the ν ′ -multiple ⌊µ ′ n⌋
or in other words, there exist m, n ∈ Z such that nµ
(5.4) Conversely, (5.4) implies (5.3) so these conditions are equivalent. Now consider the lattice
Note that D ′ 0 is exactly the "lower half" of the region D ′ = {(x, y) : ⌊x⌋ ′ < y < ⌈x⌉ ′ , y = x}. The Since the lattice Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ is fixed by the rotation (x, y) → (−x, −y), we have
which proves the contrapositive.
The enlarged diagonal set D ′ is sent to itself by translation by an integer diagonal vector (k, k), so the translated lattice Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ + (k, k) is disjoint from D ′ . Since this is true for all integers k, Λ + µ ′ ,ν ′ is disjoint from D ′ as well. This shows (P2') ⇒ (P3').
5.1.3.
Broken birational symmetry property for negative dilations. As noted earlier, the set D ′ is nearly invariant under the reflection symmetry (x, y) → (y, x). All of its interior points are invariant, but some boundary points are anti-invariant. This reflection symmetry (x, y) → (y, x) applied to coordinates of (P2') of Proposition 5.2 corresponds to applying the reflection symmetry
In the (α, β)-coordinates this reflection symmetry corresponds to the birational map
applied to the (α, β)-variables in the negative dilation region α, β < 0. We may directly check the action of (5.5) on the classification of S given in Theorem 1.3, to find that many cases of solutions in S are mapped to solutions in S, as follows.
( 
5.2.
Linear fractional symmetries for negative dilations: Proof of Theorem 2.3. We begin by formulating an extension of the notion of gcd and lcm to pairs of positive real numbers. These will be used in the arguments to prove the linear fractional rescaling symmetries. We also define their extended least common multiple
These definitions agree with the usual notions when u, v are positive integers. We will frequently use the following proposition, whose elementary proof we omit. 
5.2.2.
Preliminary lemmas on rational lattices. We prove three preliminary lemmas.
Lemma 5.5 (Diagonal expansion-contraction). Suppose u, v are real parameters satisfying 1 + u > v, and r ≥ 1 is an integer. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(S1') The lattice Λ = row. span
(S2') The lattice Λ = row. span
Proof. To see that (S1') ⇔ (S2'), observe that the lattice Λ only intersects the diagonal ∆ of R 2 at integer points due to the assumption that 1 + u > v. Finally, we observe that for any fixed r ≥ 1, the condition on (u, v) that
r u⌉ 1/r is equivalent to v ≤ ⌈u⌉. The last inequality implies the equivalence of the conditions (S2') and (S3'). Lemma 5.6. Suppose p, q ≥ 1 are coprime integers and ℓ > 0 is rational such that the lattice Λ ℓp,ℓq is disjoint from the set
{(x, y) : n ≤ x ≤ n + 1, n < y < n + 1, and x = y}.
Then for any integer r ≥ 1, the lattice Λ λp,λq with
is disjoint from D ′ . (Note that when r = 1, λ 1,ℓ = ℓ.)
Proof. Set µ ′ = ℓp, ν ′ = ℓq. Note that ℓ = egcd(µ ′ , ν ′ ). Recall that Λ ℓp,ℓq = Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ denotes the image of
Equivalently, Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ is the row span of the diagonal matrix
We first find a second basis for Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ which is convenient for comparison with D ′ . Namely, we choose one basis vector to lie on the main diagonal.
which by definition is generated by the least common multiple:
Claim. The lattice Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ is equal to
To prove the claim, we note that
The claim follows from verifying that the integer change of basis matrix m 0 n 0 q p has determinant 1.
The above claim implies that Λ + µ ′ ,ν ′ is equal to the Z-span of (row) vectors
Since the second and third rows are on the diagonal ∆ while the first row is off the diagonal, we have
by definition of the extended greatest common divisor, and the assumption that ℓ is rational so egcd(1, ℓpq) > 0. Let s be the positive integer such that 1 s = egcd(1, ℓpq).
Next we apply Lemma 5.5 with the choice u = s(m 0 µ ′ − 1) and v = sn 0 ν ′ , so
Since Λ (s) is disjoint from D ′ , the implication (S3') ⇒ (S2') of Lemma 5.5 guarantees that
is disjoint from D ′ for any integer r ≥ 1. Finally, to see that the lattice Λ λp,λq is disjoint from D ′ it suffices to show that Λ λp,λq is contained in Λ (rs) , i.e. it suffices to verify that Here we recall that m 0 p − n 0 q = 1, and that sℓpq is an integer by the choice 1 s = egcd(1, ℓpq). Thus the second matrix in (5.6) has integer entries. This shows that Λ λp,λq ⊂ Λ (rs) so Λ λp,λq is disjoint from D ′ as desired.
The next Lemma 5.7 is an analogue of Lemma 5.6 covering the case when ℓ is irrational.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose p, q ≥ 1 are coprime integers and ℓ > 0 is irrational. Then the lattice Λ ℓp,ℓq is disjoint from the set
{(x, y) : n ≤ x ≤ n + 1 and n < y < n + 1}.
if and only if ℓ ≥ 1.
Proof. We follow the notation of the proof of Lemma 5.6. Recall that Λ ℓp,ℓq = Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ denotes the image of
or equivalently Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ is the row span
By the claim argued in the proof of Lemma 5.6, we have
where m 0 , n 0 ≥ 1 are integers such that m 0 p − n 0 q = 1. (ii) There are coprime integers p, q ≥ 1 such that
(iii*) There are coprime integers p, q ≥ 1 and integers m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, r ≥ 1 such that
Note that in terms of extended greatest common divisor (see Section 5.2.1), Case (ii) of Theorem 5.8 is equivalent to egcd(µ ′ , ν ′ ) ≥ 1.
We prove Theorem 5.8 in the remainder of this section.
5.3.1. Sufficiency: Hyperbola and half-line cases.
Lemma 5.9 (Rectangular Hyperbola and Half-line Sufficiency). 
If m = n then the point (mµ ′ , nµ ′ ) = (mµ ′ , mµ ′ ) is contained in the diagonal of R 2 so it is not in D ′ . Next suppose m = n. Then the lattice point (mµ ′ , nµ ′ ) has coordinates which satisfy Case (ii). If µ ′ , ν ′ satisfy it is not necessary that p, q be coprime, but dropping the coprime assumption does not yield additional solutions of µ ′ , ν ′ parameters.)
for coprime integers p, q ≥ 1 and integers m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, r ≥ 1. To show that Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ is disjoint from D ′ we apply Lemma 5.6. We let ℓ = m p + n q so that m ℓp + n ℓq = 1.
Thus by Case (i) the lattice Λ ℓp,ℓq is disjoint from D ′ . This is the hypothesis of Lemma 5.6; the conclusion of the lemma asserts that for any integer r ≥ 1, the lattice Λ λp,λq is disjoint from D ′ where
The sufficiency direction of Theorem 1.3 implies the sufficiency Theorem 5.8 on converting (µ ′ , ν ′ ) coordinates to (α, β) coordinates.
NEGATIVE DILATIONS CLASSIFICATION: NECESSITY
In this section we prove the necessity of the criteria of Theorem 1.3 for membership in S. That is, if the nonnegative commutator relation [f −α ′ , f −β ′ ] ≥ 0 holds for positive parameters α ′ , β ′ , then they necessarily satisfy at least one of the following cases:
In these cases m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1 and r ≥ 1 are integers and p, q are coprime positive integers.
For this direction of the proof we birationally transform the parameter space to a third set of coordinates, (σ ′ , τ ′ )-coordinates, given by
The inverse map for these coordinates is (α ′ , β ′ ) = (
The negative dilation part of the set S viewed in (σ ′ , τ ′ )-coordinates is pictured in Figure 6 .1.
The (σ ′ , τ ′ ) parameters take values in the positive quadrant. The negative dilation portion of S viewed in (σ ′ , τ ′ ) coordinates consists of line segments and isolated points.
6.1. Torus subgroup criterion: negative dilations. To prove necessity of the classification given in Theorem 1.3 we establish a criterion for nonnegative commutator, given in terms of (σ ′ , τ ′ )-coordinates. It is expressed in terms of a cyclic subgroup of the 2-dimensional torus
avoiding a set C ′ σ ′ ,τ ′ which also varies with the parameters. The set to be avoided, viewed in R 2 , is an open rectangular region with one corner at the origin, modified to exclude a diagonal and to include two vertical sides of its boundary. It is neither open nor closed as a subset of R 2 .
Given a real number x, we let x denote its image under the quotient map R → R/Z.
Definition 6.1. We define the modified corner rectangle C ′ σ ′ ,τ ′ to be the region
We set C ′ = C ′ 1,1 , so that
We call C ′ the unit modified corner rectangle.
The projected modified corner rectangle C ′ σ ′ ,τ ′ consists of two connected components which are triangles, as long as 0 < σ ′ , τ ′ < 1. If σ ′ ≥ 1 or τ ′ > 1 then some "wraparound" occurs in the projection to the torus R 2 → T = R 2 /Z 2 . See Figure 6 .2 for examples of the projections C ′ σ ′ ,τ ′ .
Proposition 6.2 (Torus subgroup criterion-negative dilations). For σ ′ , τ ′ > 0, the following conditions are equivalent.
(Q1') The nonnegative commutator relation holds:
(Q2') The cyclic torus subgroup
is disjoint from the modified corner rectangle
Proof. The proof follows exactly the same argument as that of [15 
(a) If σ ′ , τ ′ are not both rational, then exactly one of the following two conditions holds.
(i) There are integers m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1 such that
(ii) There are coprime integers p, q such that
(b) If σ ′ , τ ′ are both rational, then: (iii*) there are coprime integers p, q and integers m ≥ 0, n ≥ 1, and r ≥ 1 such that
The necessary conditions in Theorem 6.3 classify solutions into three disjoint cases 4 . Therefore this classification differs from the classification into three cases in Theorem 1.3, where the cases overlap; The three cases in Theorem 6.3 when combined are equivalent to Theorem 1.3.
Specifically, Case (a)-(i) and Case (a)-(ii) solutions classify all the irrational solutions in S; they are subsets of the Case (i) and Case (ii) solutions in Theorem 1.3, respectively. In terms of extended least common multiple (see Section 5.2.1), Case (a)-(ii) is is equivalent to the condition elcm(σ ′ , τ ′ ) ≤ 1. Case (iii*) classifies all the rational solutions in Theorem 1. Proof of Theorem 6.3 (a) . Suppose that at least one of σ ′ , τ ′ is irrational. Then the map 4 The disjointness of Case (a)-(i) and Case (a)-(ii) follows from solving two linear equations in (σ ′ , τ ′ ) which either have a rational solution or are inconsistent. is injective and the subgroup H = ( σ ′ , τ ′ ) T of the torus is infinite cyclic. Since T is compact, H cannot be discrete. Thus the closureH of this subgroup must be a Lie subgroupH of dimension 1 or 2, by the closed subgroup theorem for Lie groups [17, Theorem 20.12, p. 523] .
Case 1. IfH is dimension 2 then H is dense in T and will intersect the non-empty region C ′ σ ′ ,τ ′ . So condition (Q2') of Proposition 6.2 is not satisfied, hence the nonnegative commutator relation (Q1') does not hold.
Case 2. IfH is dimension 1, then the parameters σ ′ , τ ′ must satisfy an integer relation Case 2b. If m, n have opposite sign and k = 0, then the assumption gcd(m, n, k) = 1 implies m, n are coprime. Set p = |m|, q = −|n| so that p, q coprime positive integers, with pσ ′ − qτ ′ = 0 and H = {(x, y) : px − qy ∈ Z}.H will not intersect C ′ σ ′ ,τ ′ in a neighborhood of (0, 0), since the segment ofH at (0, 0) lies precisely in the diagonal of C ′ σ ′ ,τ ′ . See Figure 6 Case 2c-3. Suppose n ≥ 1 and k = 1. Then the closed subgroupH does not intersect the modified corner rectangle C ′ σ ′ ,τ ′ because C ′ σ ′ ,τ ′ lies in the region {(x, y) : 0 < mx + ny < 1}; see Figure 6 .4. This subcase is case (i) of the classification. Theorem 6.3 (a) is established. Since µ ′ is not an integer we must have n ≥ 1 in any such relation so (M2') holds. Case 2. If µ ′ is an integer, we consider the size of λ := egcd(µ ′ , ν ′ ). Since µ ′ , ν ′ are both rational, λ is a positive rational number. We claim that (M1') implies that λ ≥ 1. By definition of extended greatest common divisor, there exist integers m 0 , n 0 such that m 0 µ ′ − n 0 ν ′ = λ. Consider the lattice point Thus the hypothesis that Λ µ ′ ,ν ′ is disjoint from D ′ implies that λ ≥ 1 as claimed. Let p, q be the coprime integers such that (µ ′ , ν ′ ) = (λp, λq), and let m = µ ′ − p = λp − p and n = q ≥ 1. Here m is an integer since µ ′ is an integer, and m ≥ 0 since λ ≥ 1. Then m µ ′ + n ν ′ = λp − p λp
Both m and n are integers, so condition (M2') holds as desired.
The following lemma is a converse to Lemma 5.6, which was used in the sufficiency proof in Section 5. It will be used to verify the necessity part of classifying sporadic rational solutions. In this matrix the second and third rows lie on the main diagonal ∆ = {(x, x) : x ∈ R} while the first row is off the main diagonal, so this simplifies to Λ + λp,λq = row. span Z λm 0 p λn 0 q egcd(1, λpq) egcd (1, λpq) .
We let r denote the positive integer which satisfies where we note that λpqr is an integer by the choice For the open third quadrant, let R 2 − = {(α, β) ∈ R 2 : α, β < 0}, and let
To show that S − is closed, we work directly with the classification stated in Theorem 1.3. Let S (i) , S (ii) , and S (iii) denote the subsets of S − corresponding to Cases (i), (ii), and (iii) of this classification theorem. It is straightforward to check that the points satisfying Case (i) form a closed set in R 2 − , and likewise for Case (ii). The points in S (iii) comprise the "sporadic rational solutions." The set S (iii) does not by itself form a closed set in R 2 − : for fixed coprime integers p, q ≥ 1, the point (− 
